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STEP 6

The Testimonial Trigger

WORKSHEET



THE RESULTS
TESTIMONIAL

Problem they are facing
How that made them feel
How they discovered you
What convinced them to buy
How was their buying experience
How is it making them feel now
Would they recommend you

Problem they were facing before
How did that make them feel
How did that impact their life
How did the transformation feel
How do they feel now
What's it like working with you
How effective is your 
product/serivce
Would they recommend you

 BUYING 
EXPERIENCE

TESTIMONIAL

TESTIMONIALTRIGGER
FRAMEWORK 

THE REFERRAL BOOTCAMP™

NEW TESTIMONIALS TRIGGER 
A NEW REFERRAL OPPORTUNITY
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Do you have a process in place to capture
testimonials?
Do you have a variety of testimonials
highlighting the transformation your product
or service creates?  Or, are your testimonials
quite repetitive?

It often amazes me how many businesses let
this golden opportunity slip through their
fingers.
 
There are two common errors:
 
Error 1
Businesses often have no process in place to
ask their clients or customers for a testimonial. 
As a result, it gets forgotten and it becomes a
mad scramble to gather a few testimonials
when it's time to launch a new sales page or
website.
 
Error 2
Businesses wait too long to ask for a testimonial
and as a result, ALL their testimonials focus on
the end result rather than highlighting the
transformational journey behind the product or
service being offered.  In turn, this leads to a
collection of testimonials that are almost
identical.
 
Can you relate to any of these?

 
Have you just realised you need to up your
testimonial game?
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Let's go...

THE TESTIMONIAL TRIGGER



We then have the three outer phases of
Engagement, Conversion and Scale each with
their own three accelerators to drive success.

Below we have The Referral Method Model. At
the heart we have Lead Control where we are
generating a flow of high quality leads which are
easy to convert and only incur a cost once we
have made the sale.  This creates us Advanced
Cash Flow, Speed and Choices and Increased
Confidence as we watch our business grow. 
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THE TESTIMONIAL TRIGGER

What was the problem you were facing that made you search for a solution?
How did this problem make you feel?
How did you discover us? 
What made you decide to buy from us?
How did you find the experience of buying from us?
How are you feeling now you've found our product or service?
Would you recommend us?

OK, in Step 5 we created your Post Purchase Plan.  The sequence of events that happen
after a client or customer has purchased your product or service.
 
Next, we need to make sure one or both of the following triggers feature within your Post
Purchase Plan.
 
THE BUYING EXPERIENCE TESTIMONIAL
The first testimonial trigger should appear soon after they have purchased.  At this stage, the
aim is to focus on asking them to share their experience of buying from you.
 
Here is a list of prompts we use to help frame what we would like our recent purchasers to
comment on:
 

 
Can you see the KEY PROMPT there?  
 
That's right.  The last prompt is your trigger.
 
When a new testimonial is submitted this is your first Testimonial Trigger.
 
This is a self-qualifying process.  People are not going to send in testimonials if they aren't
really enjoying their interactions and experience with you.
 
And when they do send in their testimonials this is your TESTIMONIAL TRIGGER.  
 
Upon receiving their testimonial send them a communication asking if they know of anyone
else who may also be a great fit for your product or service, and offer them an incentive to
motivate them.
 
Think about ways you could offer an Upgrade, a Gift, or maybe a cash reward.
 
PRO-TIP
Send them an outline and a message to share with their friends so that it's quick and easy for
them to do this without having the think too hard.  EASY = DONE!

Settting up your Testimonial Trigger - Part 1
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How are you feeling now the transformation has happened?
What was the problem you were facing before using our product or service?
How did this problem make you feel?
How did this problem impact your life (emotions; feelings; relationships; lifestyle)?
How are you feeling now the transformation has happened?
How would you describe our approach to helping you?
How effective is our product or service?
Would you recommend us?

THE RESULTS TESTIMONIAL
The second testimonial trigger should appear as soon as they have experienced a result with
your product or service.
 
Here is a list of prompts we use to help frame what we would like our recent success stories
to share their thoughts on:
 

 
As before, when a new testimonial is submitted this is your opportunity to follow up with a
message asking if they know if anyone else who may be a great fit for your product or
service.
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THE TESTIMONIAL TRIGGER

Settting up your Testimonial Trigger - Part 2

Is this all making sense so far?
 

Can you see how testimonials can be so much more than just an
independent review?

Whilst independent reviews are obviously important, simply integrating a gentle ASK in
the process, with those who have already indicated that they would share, is one of the

easiest ways to grow 
 

This single step can make you 10x, or even 20x your investment in this program.

Ready to implement?
ACTION STEP

Let's build Testimonial Triggers into your Post Purchase Plan and start benefitting from 
a new flow of referrals.  AND, of course, a new flow of great testimonials too.
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NOTES & ACTIONS

"People who wonder if the glass is

half empty or full miss the point.

The glass is refillable
.”"

Unknown



NOW
Great Work!
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